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Abstract— this paper introduces the patterns generated from
the functional connectivity extracted from electroencephalogram
(EEG) by implementing the coherence analysis. Three types of
epileptiform discharges (interictal spike, spike and slow wave
complex, and repetitive spikes and slow wave complex) are
classified by the quantification of functional connections
presented in the regions of interest within different frequency
bands (Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta). These patterns are
validated by performing analysis of variance (ANOVA). Results
revealed that the number of connections from different
epileptogenic biomarkers were statistically different. The
functional connectivity maps were able to delineate the
distinctive patterns that can be used to classify different types of
epilepsy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is a chronic disorder and is one of the most
common neurological disorders affecting approximately 0.5 –
1 % of the entire population. The major characteristic which
defines the disorder is the recurrent unprovoked seizures. In
the period of seizures, groups of neurons located in the
cerebral cortex are being uncontrolled and excessively
triggered at the same time resulting in symptoms such as
muscle spasms and impaired consciousness [1]. Although the
symptoms mentioned above are general symptoms, the
location of event, duration of seizure or how the seizure
propagates vary depending on the individual. Due to the
unpredictable occurrence of seizures, the quality of life of
epileptic patients might be greatly impacted by this
uncertainty. Therefore enhancing epilepsy diagnosis or even
predict the occurrence of seizure through the
electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings could lead to better
planning and therapeutic protocols, which will definitely
benefit epileptic patients and society at large especially when
evaluating EEG recording is the most common epilepsy
diagnostics.
Among the neurophysiological techniques, EEG still
remains the most prevalent modality to examine brain
activities as well as using it as the main diagnosis assessment
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[2]. EEG captures the electrical activities produced by the
neurons in the brain including the epileptiform discharges
(ED). Due to its high temporal resolution, EEG is considered a
suitable tool for identifying synchronization between a pair of
signals [3], which makes EEG an important tool to extract the
functional connectivity.
The study of functional connectivity has received great
attention in the field of neuroscience and has yielded
promising results in diverse research endeavors [2, 4, 5, 6, and
7]. Functional connectivity is defined as a study of the
correlation of event occurring in the regions of the cortex [8].
The value of functional connectivity depends on the levels of
synchronization between groups of neurons, which can be
estimated from EEG recordings by using one of the most
promising measures such as coherence measurement [9]. EEG
coherence provides the interactions between neural activities
in different frequencies across brain regions, which in this
case, it will be used to analyze the pattern of ED where it is
perceived that the characteristics of different types of
epileptiform discharges will be distinct from each other
creating a pattern that will be used as classification
parameters.
This study proposes an analysis of functional connectivity
patterns extracted from the EEG data containing ED by using
coherence method in each of the frequency bands (Delta,
Theta, Alpha, and Beta). EEG contains a specific clinical and
physiological range of frequency components of interest,
which is between 0.3 – 30 Hz, where frequency components
higher than 30 Hz (Gamma) are usually found not to be
related to epileptiform discharges [10]. In this paper we want
to limit the search to this frequency range since scalp EEG
data is usually manually screened using a band pass filter with
cut-off frequencies from 0.5 to 35Hz. Coherence of all the
pair-wise electrodes are calculated creating connectivity
matrices base on the placement of the electrodes. High value
of coherence indicates the strong connection between the
selected pair of electrodes and low values infer otherwise.
After thresholds are applied, the connectivity matrices are
quantified and validated by performing analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to generate patterns of each type of EDs.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY
The overall structure of the algorithm, together with its
main steps, is shown as a flow diagram in Fig. 1. After the

functional connectivity extraction, the number of connections
in the regions of interest (ROI) was collected. A statistical
analysis was applied to analyze the pattern of different type of
EDs.
A. Data acquisition
In this study only epileptiform discharges were used to
extract the different characteristics of the 3 types of epileptic
biomarkers, which are: (a) interictal spike (b) spike with slow
wave complex (c) repetitive spikes and slow wave complex. In order
to explore synchronization between brain regions in focal and
generalized cases, a total of 30 EEG segments from a male
patient diagnosed with generalized epilepsy and a female
patient diagnosed with focal epilepsy having partial complex
seizures were obtained. The data were recorded with the 10-20
electrode placement protocol containing 3 types of
epileptiform discharges (ED), namely interictal spike (IS),
spike and slow wave complex (SSC), and repetitive spikes and
slow wave complex (RSS). Recordings are performed
containing 19 electrodes (Fp1, F7, T3, T5, O1, F3, C3, P3, Fz,
Cz, Pz, Fp2, F8, T4, T6, O2, F4, C4, and P4) using referential
montage. The data was collected with a sampling rate of 200
Hz.

center of the segment. EDs of IS were arranged at the 0.5 s of
the segment, where SSC and RSS were arranged at the 0.2 s of
the segment due to its longer extent. In total, 10 segments of
each type of EDs were extracted from the original EEG data.
The data was converted from a referential montage to an
average montage in order to reduce the effect of volume
conduction [11]. A zero-phase finite impulse response (FIR)
bandpass filter (0.1 – 30 Hz) from EEGLAB [12] was
implemented to filter the frequency bands of interest and to
remove the artifacts. The focus was placed on the four
following frequency bands, Delta band [0.1 - 4 Hz], Theta
band [5 – 8 Hz], Alpha band [9 – 13 Hz], and Beta band [14 –
25 Hz].
C. Functional Connectivity with Coherence
Functional connectivity was extracted by performing a
computation of coherence between all pairwise 19
multichannel EEG electrodes. Coherence between two signals
x(t) and y(t), which in this case, x(t) and y(t) represent a vector
of the data of an electrode measurement with each containing
200 data points, is defined as the magnitude squared of the
cross-spectral density between 2 designated signals divided by
the product of power spectral densities (PSD) of each of the
signals as shown in (1) where f is the selected frequency.
𝐶𝑥𝑦 (𝑓) =
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Gxx (f) and Gyy (f) denotes the calculated PSD of signal x
and y respectively and Gxy (f) represents the cross-spectral
density of signal x and y. In this methodology, Welch’s
average periodogram [12] has been implemented to calculate
the coherence. The method computes the modified
periodogram for the segments and averages the output to
estimate the PSD of the time series. In this research, 0.5s
hamming windows with 50% overlap had been used to
calculate the PSD of the 1s epoch, where the overlap protects
the loss of information caused by windowing. The results
obtained from this method provided a better performance
compared to other estimation algorithm [4] in terms of signal
to noise ratio. The computed coherences were then examined
within the frequency bands of interest by obtaining the
average coherence value for each of the 4 frequency bands as
shown in (2)
𝐴𝑥𝑦 (𝑓) =

Fig. 1.

Flow diagram of the process

B. Preprocessing
The EEG data was divided into 3 separated groups
according to the types of EDs. They were segmented into 1second window containing a single occurrence of ED in the
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U is the upper bound and L is the lower bound of the
selected frequency. For example, if the Delta band is selected,
the lower bound and the upper bound that will be used are
[0.1, 4 Hz] respectively. The computed average coherence
coefficients vary in a range of 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that
there is no connection between the pair of electrodes where 1
indicates that there is a strong connection. The values of
average coherence extracted from each pair of electrodes
together form a matrix called connectivity matrix. After the
connectivity matrices for every frequency band of interest and

each type of EDs were obtained, the connectivity matrices
were then applied with different thresholds (50%, 70%, 80%,
90%, and 95%). The head map connectivity plots, which are
shown in the results section, were analyzed and validated by
statistical tests.
D. Quantification of Functional Connectivity
The brain cortex was subdivided into different regions
based on two specific cases. The subdivision of the first case
was done by dividing the cortex based on the left and right
hemispheres (LR region)> The activities on the left
hemispheric region included Fp1, F7, T3, T5, O1, F3, C3, and
P3 electrodes and the right hemispheric region contained Fp2,
F8, T4, T6, O2, F4, C4, and P4 electrodes. The LR region was
separated by the central line, which is a longitudinal fissure
that contains Fz, Cz, and Pz electrodes. Connections between
a pair of electrodes occurring within the right hemispheric
region were labeled as the “right intra-connection”. The same
concept was applied to the left hemispheric region as well,
where the labeled connection was identified as “left intraconnection”. If the connection occurs between the two
hemispheres, the connection was labeled as “LR
interconnection”.
The subdivision of the second case was done base on the
anterior-posterior regions (AP region), where the anterior
region contained Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, and F8 electrodes
and the posterior region contained T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, and
O2 electrodes. These regions were separated by the electrodes
located along the central sulcus line, which contains T3, C3,
Cz, C4, and T4 electrodes. The same principle of identifying
these connections were applied to this case with the labels
“anterior intra-connection”, “posterior-intra-connection”, and
“AP interconnection”
Fig. 2 illustrates the specified regions of interest that was
used in the quantification process. The number of connections
obtained was used as one of the features to be analyzed using
variance (ANOVA) statistical test. Each type of EDs are
expected to carry different characteristics which varies in
different frequency bands and thresholds used.

where dark red indicates strong connections and dark blue
indicates weaker connections.
A. Delta Band

(a)

(c)

Fig. 3. Head map average connectivity plots for (a) interictal spike
(b) spike with slow wave complex (c) repetitive spikes and slow
wave complex from Delta Band

The results of the head map average connectivity plots of
the Delta frequency band shown in Fig. 3 reveal some
differences in the number and strength of connections between
each type of ED. The connectivity map of IS shows a
significantly less propagation between AP and LR regions and
the strong connection is displayed only in the temporal lobe
region between F7 and T3 electrodes. The observation
obtained infers that these characteristic are related to focal
epilepsy. On the contrary, the connections of SSC and RSS
propagate throughout the entire cortex including AP and LR
regions with very strong connections, inferring that these
features fall into a generalized type of epilepsy.

Fig. 4.
(a)

(b)

Mean and standard deviation with 80% threshold in the
Delta band

(b)

Fig. 2. Regions of interest, group (a) left-right hemisphere (Left –
red, Right – blue) (b) anterior-posterior axis (Anterior – red,
Posterior – blue).

III. RESULTS
The connectivity results from the feature extraction are
displayed separately by the specific frequency bands. The
head map average connectivity plots were obtained by taking
an average of the connectivity matrices from the extracted 10
segments. The color indicates the strength of the connection,

Fig. 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
strongest connections (Average coherence value greater than
0.80) for each type of EDs in the different ROIs within the
Delta band. The ANOVA was calculated for each type of EDs
with the null hypothesis that, the number of strong
connections of the different ROIs is the same within each type
of EDs. The analysis for IS type is not significant with (F (5,
54) = 1.2142, p-value > 0.31), resulting in accepting the null
hypothesis; whereas the analyses for SSC and RSS are
significant with (F (5, 54) = 114.98, p-value < 0.00) and (F (5,
54) = 5.6458, p-value < 0.00) respectively. By analyzing 3

different types of ED, it was noted that the number of stronger
connections of SSC and RSS differed from IS significantly
with (F (2,177) = 175.13, p-value < 0.00), whereas the posthoc analysis indicated that the ED types with the highest
number of stronger connections are SSC and RSS
respectively.

(2, 177) = 130.35, p-value < 0.00) that rejects the null
hypothesis.
C. Alpha Band

B. Theta Band

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Head map average connectivity plots for (a) interictal spike
(b) spike with slow wave complex (c) repetitive spike and slow wave
complex from Alpha Band
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Head map average connectivity plots for (a) interictal spike
(b) spike with slow wave complex (c) repetitive spike and slow wave
complex in the Theta Band

The obtained average connectivity head map plots in Theta
band shown in Fig. 5 illustrate similar result as Delta band.
The IS stronger connections between LR region increased
when compared to the previous frequency band, but in
general, the pattern of IS still shows characteristics presented
in a focal epileptic behavior.

The strongest connections obtained in Alpha band from
SSC and RSS showed a decrease in the propagation when
compared to Delta and Theta band results, whereas the
activities obtained for IS are not significant different from the
previous frequency bands outcome. By comparing within
Alpha band, SSC and RSS still provide a higher propagation,
which indicate the generalized type of epilepsy.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Mean and standard deviation with 80% threshold in Theta
band

The mean and standard deviations of the strongest
connections in Theta band, as shown in Fig. 6 has been
applied by the same statistical analysis under the same null
hypothesis. The calculated ANOVA for IS type is not
significant with (F (5, 54) = 1.4633, p-value > 0.21), whereas
the analyses for SSC and RSS are significant with (F (5, 54) =
94.175, p-value < 0.00) and (F (5, 54) = 13.588, p-value <
0.00) respectively. The results reveal the same characteristics
and patterns found in the Delta band. The numbers of the
strongest connections for each ROI for IS type are not
statistically different, which varied from SSC and RSS with (F

Mean and standard deviation with 80% threshold in Alpha
band

Same statistical analysis has been applied to the mean and
standard deviation of the Alpha band results shown in Fig. 8.
Similar results were obtained from the calculations. The
difference is not significant, whereas the null hypothesis for IS
type was accepted with (F (5, 54) = 0.897, p-value > 0.48).
The analyses for SSC and RSS still exhibited similar results
with the rejection of the null hypotheses, (F (5, 54) = 3.561, pvalue < 0.00) and (F (5, 54) = 8.9211, p-value < 0.00). SSC
and RSS also contained a significant amount of stronger
connections when compared to IS.

D. Beta Band

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Head map average connectivity plots for (a) interictal spike
(b) spike with slow wave complex (c) repetitive spike and slow wave
complex from Beta Band

The patterns extracted from Beta band as shown in Fig. 9
delineated different structures for SSC and RSS from other
frequency bands. The average connectivity head map plots
show less stronger connections including a weaker
propagation. For IS type, the same area of cortex between
(F7–T3) and (F8–T4) electrodes still contain the strongest
connection indicating a focalized type of epilepsy.

volume conduction. The same work was performed in [14]
and [15] using similar approaches, but without examining the
occurrence of EDs in the different frequency bands. It is
interesting to apply different generative and discriminative
classification approaches to the information selected
frequency bands and compare the results for practical
applications [16, 17, and 18].
However, the outcome of the connectivity analysis by
using coherence has to be interpreted with care. This method
does not provide causality assessment, where the flow of
information cannot be determined. The aforementioned case
leads to the limitation of the interpretation of the results. Even
though the origin of certain synchronizations cannot be
determined, the actual connections between and within brain
regions will help in the assessment and diagnosis of epileptic
patients.
V. CONCLUSION
The quantification and extraction of functional
connectivity patterns using scalp EEG can generate important
features that can be used to classify the type of epilepsy. The
patterns extracted by performing coherence analysis revealed
different characteristics of each type of EDs exhibited in
different frequency bands. Specific patterns of connectivity
along the cortex are obtained as a function of the neurological
disorder (epilepsy) using coherence analysis. This method
measures the consistency of the relative amplitude and phase
between a pair of signals, which defines the strength of the
connectivity between all pair-wise electrodes. Whether the
seizure event will be focalized or generalized type of epilepsy,
these distinct features and characteristics of the connectivity
maps in each frequency band can be used for classification,
which in turn will lead to enhanced diagnosis of the disorder.
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Fig. 10. Mean and standard deviation with 80% threshold in Beta
band

The null hypotheses have not been rejected. The IS type
provides (F (5, 54) = 0.453, p-value > 0.80), SSC type
provides (F (5, 54) = 1.739, p-value > 0.14) and RSS type
provides (F (5, 54) = 1.985, p-value > 0.09). In general, the
analysis showed that the number of connections in every type
of ED is not different across the ROIs.
IV. DISCUSSION
The presented work focused on examining the patterns
generated from the extraction of EEG functional connectivity
patterns during the occurrence of EDs. With the quantification
of the strongest connections presented in each of the
frequency bands and in the different ROIs, the characteristics
of each type of ED show significance differences that can be
used for a classification approved method. A similar approach
to the previous analysis [4] was performed on the data, but the
functional connectivity extraction was done by using crosscorrelation method, which is prone to the error induced by
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